SOLUTION BRIEF

Automotive Radar Testing Solutions
Test Challenges
Automotive Radar has become a standard feature of mid-class cars and the
radar technology continues to evolve, with higher frequencies, wider bandwidths,
better resolution, and multiple targets. It can be a challenge to stay current with
the advancing technologies, evolving standards, and emerging test requirements
related to automotive radar systems.
There are many challenges during the test setup when working with mmWave
frequencies such as 79 GHz radar. You need to consider the challenges associated
with the test setup, ultra-wideband mmWave measurements, signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) loss as well as emerging standards, and regional requirements
for interference testing. Not accounting for these requirements will impact
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the performance of your radar module, potentially leading to expensive redesign,
lengthened design cycles, and product recalls.
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Our Solution
Greater safety on the road starts with precise verification of your automotive radar
systems. The Keysight E8740A automotive radar signal analysis and generation solution
analyzes and generates automotive radar signals across existing 24 GHz, 77 GHz and
79 GHz radar frequencies and has the capability to address the growing bandwidths of
5 GHz and beyond.
Our software will accelerate your radar module testing. The Keysight KS83200A
automation platform for automotive radar is a suite of standards-compliant routines for
testing and validation of radar transmitters and receivers. Its automated routines simplify
programming, customization and testing, and timely updates keep it current with the
latest standards.
Standards are evolving at an incredibly fast pace and solutions that are scalable and
flexible, enable you to conquer future challenges as well as todays. Within our overall
solution there is one configuration for signal generation, one for interference testing
and six configurations for analyzing automotive radar signals. You can expand your test
capabilities even further by integrating the Keysight W1908 SystemVue automotive radar
library software for simulation of multi-target detection and automotive radar 3D scan.
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Keysight’s Leadership in Millimeter-Wave Technology
This is embodied in the UXA X-Series signal analyzer, which covers 3 Hz to 110 GHz
in a continuous sweep. You can test 79 GHz radar signals for compliance with ETSI
spurious specifications using a single instrument: no external mixing, no down
conversion, and no compromises. Internally, the UXA has a maximum analysis
bandwidth of 1 GHz. To achieve a 5 GHz or more of analysis bandwidth, simply
connect an external oscilloscope to the IF output.

Immediate Access to Predefined Tests
Keysight’s KS83200A automation software with block diagram-based user interface for
test configuration and sequencing means you don’t have to spend time remembering
how to program each instrument. The instantly accessible libraries of test cases
will enable fast and efficient automation of complex test procedures. With proven
automation applications, you can achieve maximum consistency in the setting,
calibrating, running and reporting of tests versus the latest version of each relevant
standard. Ultimately, providing greater confidence in your module’s performance.

Keysight is Ready to Help
Keysight is here to help you with a full range of professional consulting services
to help accelerate your time to market and ensure the success of your radar
development projects.

Figure 1: Incredibly accurate, the UXA has a DANL of -150 dBm/Hz up to 110 GHz, ensuring better SNR and
precision in measurements.
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Solution Configuration
The below matrix gives you an indication of the different configurations offered by
Keysight. We offer flexible choices that will enable to meet all of your test requirements.

Model

Frequency
Range

Description

Bandwidth

N9020B
MXA signal
analyer

Waveguide
smart mixer
M1971E

Horn
antenna
N9029AH12

KS83200A
automation
software

DSOS604A
S-Series 6 GHz
oscilloscope

N5183B
MXG signal
generator

89601B
VSA
software

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Signal Analysis
E8740A-010

RF analysis

3 Hz to 26.5 GHz
60 to 90 GHz

E8740A-020

Basic radar

DC to 6 GHz
60 to 90 GHz

E8740A-030

Basic plus

Advanced

E8740A-060

Advanced plus

Performance

> 5 GHz

X

X

3 Hz to 26.5 GHz
60 to 90 GHz

E8740A-050

X

DC to 6 GHz
60 to 90 GHz

E8740A-040

2.5 Ghz

2.5 GHz

X

X

X

X

X

3 Hz to 26.5 GHz
60 to 90 GHz

> 5 GHz

3 Hz to 110 GHz

5 GHz

X

X

X

N9041B, DSOS804A S-Series 8 GHz oscilloscope, VSA and KS83200A packages

Signal Generation
E8740A-070

Performance

DC to 26.5 GHz
60 to 90 GH

E8740A-080

Interference

DC to 26.5 GHz
60 to 90 GHz

M8195A AWG, N5183B MXG, VSA and KS83200A software packages
M8195A AWG, N5183B MXG, RTS E8707A, VSA and KS83200A software packages packages

The automation software comes with each of our bundles and can also be purchased
separately under product number KS83200A for basic, KS83ST0A for ETSI standards and
KS83RX0A for Receiver and interference tests.
For a more complete set of configuration options, please refer to the E8740A Automotive
Radar Signal Analysis and Generation solution configuration guide.

Learn more at: www.keysight.com
For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications or services,
please contact your local Keysight office. The complete list is available at:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus
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